
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SFT HIP STABILITY CIRCUIT 
 
WARM-UP 
SQUATTING POSTERIOR HIP STRETCH WITH A TWIST 
10x on each leg 
 
HAMSTRING BARRE STRETCH WITH TRANSVERSE PLANE ARM REACHES 
5-10x on each leg 
 
STANDNG ADDUCTOR STRETCH WITH SHOULDER ROTATIONS 
5-10x on each leg 
 
3-WAY LUNGES WITH OVERHEAD ARM DRIVES 
5x the sequence on each leg 
 
 
HIP STABILITY CIRCUIT 
PERFORM THE ENTIRE CIRCUIT 2-3 TIMES 
 
STANDING CLAMS IN 3 STANDING POSITIONS (with exercise band) 
10x in each position 

Feet shoulder width apart and parallel with right knee moving 
 Right foot one step forward with right knee moving 
 Right foot at 3 o’clock with right knee moving 

Feet shoulder width apart and parallel with left knee moving 
 Left foot one step forward with left knee moving 
 Left foot at 3 o’clock with left knee moving 
 
3-WAY SINGLE LEG DEADLIFTS 
5x sequence on each leg 

Hands reach straight forward to floor; leg reaches straight back 
Hands reach to inside of standing foot; leg reaches to opposite diagonal 
Hands reach to outside of standing foot; leg reaches to opposite diagonal 

 
3-WAY POSTERIOR REACH WITH DIAGONAL CHOP (light dumbbell optional) 
5x the sequence on each leg 
 Leg reaches to curtsey position; chop down to front, weight bearing hip 
 Leg reaches to 6 o’clock; chop down to front, weight bearing hip 
 Leg reaches to back/side diagonal; chop down to front, weight bearing hip 
 
3-WAY POSTERIOR LUNGES WITH DIAGONAL CHOP (light dumbbell optional) 
5x the sequence on each leg 
 Lunge back to 6 o’clock; feet parallel; chop down to back, weight bearing hip 
 Lunge to back/side diagonal; feet parallel; chop down to back, weight bearing hip 
 Lunge to back/side diagonal; toes turned out on the angle; chop down to back, weight bearing hip 
 
SPLIT SQUAT WITH 2 WAY PICKUP AND PRESS 
5x each way with narrow stance on each leg; 5x each way with wide stance on each leg 
 Narrow Stance with Right foot forward; left hand twists down and right hand twists up  
 Narrow Stance with Right foot forward; right hand twists down and left hand twists up  
 Wide Stance with Right foot forward; left hand twists down and right hand twists up  
 Wide Stance with Right foot forward; right hand twists down and left hand twists up  
 Narrow Stance with Left foot forward; right hand twists down and left hand twists up  
 Narrow Stance with Left foot forward; left hand twists down and right hand twists up  
 Wide Stance with Left foot forward; right hand twists down and left hand twists up  
 Wide Stance with Left foot forward; left hand twists down and right hand twists up  
 
 
SIDE STEPS 
15x each way 
 

 


